
PAX - KENT INTERNATIONAL LLC

Ibn Battuta Gate Offices. Office 212.
Dubai
P.O.Box: 8016
United Arab Emirates

Phone: 971 4 4579240
Fax: 971 4 4579241

About UsThe company was established in Dubai early 1980 with three Directors,

Swedish, English and UAE national respectively. The company is still owned and

managed by the same Directors but is now transformed into a Limited Liability

Company under UAE law with a share capital of AED 3,000,000.00 (US$

820,000.00).

FLOORING For thousands of years wood has been the main choice in flooring

materials. Its warmth, strength, versatility and ease of maintenance offers a long

lasting and beautiful solution.Green BuildingNUDURA Insulated Concrete Forms or

(ICF’s) are a proven method of providing you a better alternative to traditional

building methods. NUDURA Insulated Concrete Forms consist of two stay in place

panels of Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) connected with our innovative hinged folding

web. The forms are stacked, reinforced and then filled with concrete, creating a

solid reinforced monolithic concrete wall. Building with NUDURA offers a variety of

advantages over traditional building methods. NUDURA offers form thicknesses

consisting of 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12 inches allowing you to build your home as

strong as you like.WEDA Water Cleaning SolutionsRegardless of whether we are

dealing with basins in water works, wastewater treatment plants or commercial

swimming pools, the bottoms must be cleaned regularly. The ability to clean

without emptying the water is a challenge we at Weda are accustomed to and have

successfully resolved for several years. Our web site presents you with solutions for                                                page 1 / 2



known problems as well as our ideas for future solutions for problems we, or you

have not even heard of…..yet!

Contact Person: N/A
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